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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ON THE BI-MONTHLY INTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT OF
BPA STATION OF SECUNDERABAD DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER &
OCTOBER 2015 ON 30.10.2015
S.
Para
Subject / Topic
Action for
No.
rectification
1
1.0 (c)
“A” Cabin/BPA:
DRM / SC
SWR:
COM
i.
SWR of 06.7.2011 was available. As per the index page,
it was noticed that no amendments were issued to SWR
but as on date of inspection, 3 amendments were
issued.
ii.
On 14.6.2012, DOM/G and DSTE have issued a joint
note stating that “temporary working instructions were
issued regarding procedure to be followed during BPAC
failures in both directions”. As per this instructions, after
resetting the BPAC, the first train can proceed on signals
and no need to issue PLCT. This modified circuit
related instructions should have been issued as
amendment to SWR and the relevant page should
have been replaced, which were not done in this copy
of SWR.

iii.

2
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However, from the copy of SWR available with
Dy.SS/PF, it was noticed that the modified instructions
are issued duly replacing pages. In this connection, it will
be proper for the Division to ensure that any modification
to instructions should have been issued as Amendment to
SWR and further relevant pages should be replaced.
Secondly, the SMR/BPA and TI/BPA shall ensure that
updated copy of SWRs are only available at all activity
centres like ‘A’ Cabin, ‘B’ Cabin, Goods Cabin and
Dy.SS/PF.
LC Gate No.61 at BPA yard towards BPQ end though
closed, no amendment to SWR issued to this effect in the
copy available at this Cabin. However, one letter was
issued by ASTE & AEN on 06.6.2015 at 17.40 hours
for treating the LC Gate permanently closed and to
withdraw the Gatemen. This letter quotes CRS sanction
vide letter No. W3/107/13-14 dated 06.11.2013. In this
connection, the Division has delayed the issue (for 19
months) of closure of LC Gate when CRS sanction was
received way back in November 2013. The manpower in
the form of Gatemen for 19 months is unnecessarily
wasted. Division to identify similar such locations and
take appropriate action at the earliest.

1.0 (d) “A” Cabin:
(4&5) 1. Details of S&T failures recorded are
July 2015: SF-2, A/C-1, BPAC-1.

DRM/SC
CSTE

August 2015: A/C-4, UP IBS-2, TF-3, BF-1, UP LSS-2,
BPAC-1, PF-1.
September 2015: A/C-1, PF-1, IBS-1.
October 2015: Down A/C-2, LSS-1, TF-2.
2. Analysis made from the failure recorded from July 2015 to
October 2015 are; signal failures – 8, Block/BPAC failures
are – 3, axle counter failures are –8, Point failures – 2, track
failures – 5. The repeated type of failures is on high side
and efforts may be made to minimize the same.
1.0 (f)

The Joint Inspection of Points, Crossings was done for the 3 rd
Quarter on 13.09.2015 and all the deficiencies that were noted
have been attended. Following irregularities were noticed while
attending the deficiencies;
Point No.53B; Opening attended on 21.9.15 LH & RH
sides (120mm) without taking Disconnection.
In Point No.60A; GR pads under slide chairs were
replaced in switch portion on 16.9.15 without taking
Disconnection.
In Point No.12; LH side housing improved on 18.9.15 –
for this work also Disconnection not taken.

DRM/SC
CSTE

DRM / SC
COM

3

1.0 (i)

Ambush check was conducted by exhibiting danger hand
signal to the Guard of UP Train No.12590 Express (YPRGorakpur) by CASM but the Guard failed to observe
towards the CASM which is essential for him to observe the
CASM.

4

2.0

KK Siding:
a. The activity of loading is completely stopped for the last 8
years.
b. It was noticed that the track leading to this Siding is utilized
as shunting neck.
c. The length of siding track is around 6 KMs and it is nonOHE. The Loco Running Staff and Operating Staff
should be careful not to send electric traction loco while
performing shunting on this line.
d. The SWR needs to be modified related to this Siding
working when the Siding is closed.

5
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3.0

Shantikhani Siding:
a. This Siding is also closed and no activity of loading for the
last 5-6 years.
b. The track in this Siding is 3.4 KMs and fully electrified.
c. Division may plan to optimize the asset utilization or else
dismantle the track and OHE.

DRM/SC
COM
CEE
PCE

DRM/SC
CEE

6

4.2

Checks made:
T.NO.77256 DEMU train arrived on PF 2 and the LP of the
train stopped the formation in the middle of the platform (near
the FOB) instead of drawing the train upto the end of the
platform. The LP has stopped the train approximately 250 –
300m ahead of the end of the platform. Not drawing the train
upto the end of the platform is in violation of SR 4.49 and the
Divisional SOBs. Division shall take up the crew for
violation of the rule and SOB and spread awareness among
the Loco Running Staff.

DRM/SC
CME
COM

Also, noticed that the Guard of the train failed to ensure the LV
indicator ’X’ mark board flap is open which is again in
violation of SR 4.16.5.1.
7

4.4 (g)

In S9 coach (05248) of Train No.12724Express, 13 Berths;
No.9,10,11,12,13,14, 16,17,18,19,20,21 &22 are reserved by
some of the passengers from New Delhi. But physically Berth
No.16 to 22 bay (6 berths) are only occupied. From berth No.9
to 14 bay is entirely occupied with luggage cartoons upto roof
of the coach. And same type of cartoon boxes were found
packed upto sealing at door portion also. TTE/SC who was on
duty from BPQ to SC Sri R.V.Meena (Mobile No.9032042180)
has not taken any action. He has failed to check the tickets and
not objected regarding loading of luggage cartoons in passenger
coaches. Inspite of informing to take action at KZJ, no action
was initiated by him.
In this connection, it is necessary to understand that berths in
sleeper class are meant for passengers to travel and not to load
with luggages. Secondly, blocking the pathway and doorway is
totally against safety norms, specially becomes difficult in
cases of fire accidents. Thirdly, during any untoward incidents,
there is scope for false claims.

Doorway

blocked photograph

DRM/SC
CCM

Bay blocked with cartoons

The matter was telephonically conveyed to Sr. DCM/SC for
taking necessary punitive action while unloading these
luggage cartoons at SC/HYB.
8
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4.5

Freight rake check (DN Q-289 on GL-4):
i) Only one compressor is available for sick line, ROH and
Yard maintenance. That too, while conducting re-check of
above freight rake, it took ½ hour for creation of pressure.
Sr.DME/O&F/SC advised to commission two diesel

DRM/SC
CME

locomotive compressors in sick line (for which electric
motors will be given by CESE) and transfer the sick line
compressor to the yard.
ii) Adequate number of compressors to be provided for yard
and sick line. At least two should be electric and one
should be diesel driven.
iii) APD for brake gear missing in 51 wagons and APD for
knuckle pins in 11 wagons. During validity of the BPC,
Premium & CC rakes are subjected to multiple unloading
in tippler. It should be ensured that such rakes are
provided with APD in all brake gear pins and knuckle pins
to prevent working out of these pins during tippling.
9

10

6.0

8.0
(b, e, h,
n)

On P.F.No.2 towards MMZ end station sign board located
perpendicularly to the track which cause obstructing the DN
Loop line Starter and GL-1 Starter. It should be reset parallel to
the track.
Inspection of Dy.SS/PF:
Control book: It was noticed from the records that on
29.10.2015 at 05.50 hours, MFD was ordered vide TN 4/96,
at 06.15 hours for derailment at MCI Siding. SCOR Sri.
Meena. The derailment of loco took place at 05.27 hours
and the message of derailment was received by Branch
Officers of the Division at 05.30 hours. When the accident
took place around 05.30 hours, it is not understood why
instructions to order MFD and accident siren was delayed by
45 minutes.
Further, ART log movement register was perused and
following irregularities were noticed;
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TN No.

Date

Time of
accident

4/6
4/26

15.6.15
25.6.15

22.30
22.10

4/60

26.6.2015

13.00

5/01

28.7.2015

….

4/88
4/96

30.8.2015
29.10.2015

….
05.50

Accident
siren
time
22.35
22.20
10
minutes
delay
13.15
Delay by
15
minutes
10.20

10.40
06.15
Delay by
25
minutes

Departure time

23.32
23.10
Departure after
50 minutes from
the time of siren
14.00
Departure after
45 minutes from
the time of siren
11.10 (50 minutes
from the time of
siren
….
06.45

DRM/SC
PCE

DRM/SC
COM

11

From the above table, it could be derived that turning out time
of ART by day / night within 30 / 45 minutes is not achieved on
number of occasions. Also, there is serious delay in ordering of
ART. This needs to be investigated. Secondly, every effort
shall be made to ensure that ART is turned out within the
target time.
Attendance Register: It was noticed from the attendance
register that many SMs are working for 12 hours in Cabins
and also at station. It is not desirable to allow safety
category staff like SMs to perform 12 hours working
continuously on Route ‘A’ involving continuous night
duties.Even if the employee/s are willing, Division shall
discourage and every effort shall be made to avoid 12
hour working.
TI/BPA Inspection Register: From the records it was
noticed that TI/BPA is not conducting his schedule of
inspections. Inspections conducted from June 2014 reveal
that only seven (7) inspections were conducted in the last
22 months till the end of October 2015. Secondly, the
spacing between inspections also found to be irregular i.e.,
19.6.2014, 28.8.2014, 22.12.2014, 18.02.2015, 26.3.2015,
15.7.2015 and 29.9.2015. This calendar year only 4
inspections were conducted. Divisional Operating Branch
shall instruct all the sectional TIs of the Division not to
dilute the quantity and quality of inspections. Staff held
responsible shall be written against observations.
Disaster Management Random Check Register: It is
carried out twice in a month. During the random check,
working of fire station 08735 222368 was checked and
remarked not working, Samatha Nursing Home 08735
222622 - no response
11.0 (2, 5, Inspection of Crew Lobby/BPA:
6, 7, 11)
One Kiosk available which is not working for the last one
week.
On 09.10.15, at 10.59 hrs. during sign ’ON’ Sri G.
Badraiah/GLP/KZJ , having with crew ID no. 1150 tested
‘positive’ with 36 mg/100 ml with BA instrument number A
202040. Immediatellysecond test was done with spare
instrument no.A202031 at 10.59 hrs which recorded
‘negative’.
On 05.8.2015, at 23.59 hrs during sign ‘ON’ Sri.Harinath.D,
crew ID 7203 was tested ‘positive’ with 8 mg/100ml with
BA equipment no.A202040. Second test with spare
instrument
and
found
‘negative’no.A202031.Such
circumstances shift Crew controller should conduct 2nd
BA test in the presence of on duty Dy.SS since there is no
Loco Department Supervisor.
Above 2 cases needs to be looked into as BA equipments
are tested daily.
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DRM/SC
COM

DRM/SC
COM

DRM/SC
COM

DRM/SC
CEE
DRM/SC
CEE

DRM/SC
CEE

12

13

14

12.0 (l)

15.1

19.0

While interacting with crew, most of the LPs/ALPs stated
that they are getting PR after completion of rest. CCC
should declare PR to the staff before they proceed on
line or immediately on arrival of lobby i.e.., advance
information should be given to the crew so that they can
plan accordingly.
Records of working hours of crew were checked and found
that there were cases of crew working much more than 15
hours. However, some of the crew were given relief at en route station and brought back spare to BPA. Interacted with
few LPs/ALP available in the lobby. Most of the complaints
of LP/ALPs were that the working hours are exceeding 10
hours and even upto 15-16 hours. Details of working of
crew of 29/30.10.15 are as under;
Name of LP
On duty Off duty
Total
working
hours
N.K. Choppara
16.15
9.40
17.25
A.Mandal
13.00
10.30
22.30
Sd.S. Ahmed
14.30
10.30
22.00
Y.V.V.S. Narayana
13.50
10.30
21.40
P.Laxman
3.50
3.15
23.25
D.K. Soni
8.45
2.35
17.40
Running Room:
Food warmer not available. German silver utensils are used
which are in soot coated condition. Stainless steel utensils
should be used since storing food in german silver vessels is
harmful for human beings.
Mechanical Department Observations in ART/BPA:
I. There is no staff sanction for day to day maintenance of
ART. Staff are drawn from Depot.
II. Aska Tower lights cloth is in perished condition, due to
leakages for which blowers are getting burnt. These lights
are procured five years back.
III. In Engineering tool van gas cylinders are kept on the floor
in horizontal position and materials are in scattered
condition.
IV. Two abrasive rail cutting equipment do not have safety
guards.
V. Standard list of equipments were not displayed in
Engineering Tool van.
Detailed inspection of Points and crossing in BPA yard was done.
Main defects in different Points & Crossings are as under:
a) Point No. 9 A – On main line, cross levels are varying from 2R
to 8R. On turn out side, cross levels are varying from 10L to
10R. Cross levels are to be attended for Mainline and Turnout
side.
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DRM/SC
CEE

DRM/SC
CEE
COM

DRM/SC
CEE

DRM/SC
CME

DRM/SC
PCE

b) Point No. 6 A – Gauge on Main line is +6 and on turn out side is
+8 on station No.4. Gauge and cross levels on Mainline and
Turnout side are varying between 2L to 6R requiring attention.
Cross level in crossing portion on main line is varying from 2L to
2R. This needs to be attended.
c) Point No. 5 B – Some of the sleepers of Turnout are broken,
which need replacement. Broken sleepers in Points & Crossings
portion are to be replaced in all the Points & Crossings. Cross
levels on Mainline is varying from 4L to 4R, which needs
attention.
d) Point No. 8 A – Cross level on Turnout side is varying from 8R
to 2L, which needs attention. Cross level in crossing portion on
main line also requires attention. Nose of CMS crossing of
Pt.No.8A, which is a trailing point is giving sign of wear.
Reconditioning should be done before it reaches the limit.
e) Point No. 9 B – Gauge on Main line is (-) 5 at station No.6 and () 6 at station No.8. Cross levels on Mainline, Turnout side and in
crossing portion on main line is to be attended.
f) Point No. 60 B – Cross level on turn out side is varying from 4R
to 4L, which needs attention. Wear at the nose of CMS Crossing
is 5.5 mm. Reconditioning should be done.
g) Point No. 54 – Check rails block bolts of crossing on LH side are
to be replaced.

15

16
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21.1,
2, 3, 4, 5,
6

Inspection of electrical sub-station:
Oil was found leaking in 250 KVA transformer (Mahendra
make) at rate of 1 drop/min.
No earth megger was available in sub-station
Transformer cable was not secured properly.
Rust was found in transformer.
There was no proper drop out fuse, on HT side of
transformer.
Diagram of feeder arrangement is not available in panel
room.
Panel room was made as store room, many materials were
kept inside.
In ART instead of 15 KVA DG set, only 3.5 KVA DG set is
provided due to space constraints, but may not be sufficient
to feed all load during breakdown.

22.0 (k)

At KZJ Station:
Train No.12724 Express stopped at KZJ at 17.05hrs on PF
No.2. On PF No.3 work is in progress and it is noticed Sri.
Alagutla Tirupathi, tractor driving with truck bearing no.AP36
EX 6964 was on platform. Driver was not having driving
license. Another tractor driver Sri. Srinivas was also found
moving on the same PF who was in possession of driving
license. No Railway Supervisor was available supervising
the work and no Supervisor of contractor was available to
ensure safety while tractors are moving on the working
platform.

DRM/SC
CEE

DRM/SC
PCE

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF BELLAMPALLI STATION OF
SECUNDERABAD DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER&OCTOBER 2015 ON
30.10.2015
Para
1.0

Subject / Topic
Inspection of ‘A’ Cabin/BPA:
a. Sri. Yogendra Kumar Poddar, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform, alert and in
possession of valid competency certificate/s including Electrical Competency to
operate Isolator in case of emergencies.
b. Slot Cancellation Register: As per the records it was noticed that many route / slot
cancellations were done whenever Goods train is received on GL-3. During the
month of October till 30th 16 times routes were cancelled, for the month of
September – 13, August – 15, July – 13 times routes were cancelled which is on
high side. The reason for such cancellations are due to the inadequate CSR of
GL-3 which is only 603m. Division may plan for overcoming this problem by
suitable planning.
c. SWR:
iv.
SWR of 06.7.2011 was available. As per the index page, it was noticed that no
amendments were issued to SWR but as on date of inspection, 3
amendments were issued.
v.
On 14.6.2012, DOM/G and DSTE have issued a joint note stating that
“temporary working instructions were issued regarding procedure to be
followed during BPAC failures in both directions”. As per this instructions,
after resetting the BPAC, the first train can proceed on signals and no need to
issue PLCT. This modified circuit related instructions should have been
issued as amendment to SWR and the relevant page should have been
replaced, which were not done in this copy of SWR.
However, from the copy of SWR available with Dy.SS/PF, it was noticed that
the modified instructions are issued duly replacing pages. In this connection,
it will be proper for the Division to ensure that any modification to
instructions should have been issued as Amendment to SWR and further
relevant pages should be replaced. Secondly, the SMR/BPA and TI/BPA shall
ensure that updated copy of SWRs are only available at all activity centres
like ‘A’ Cabin, ‘B’ Cabin, Goods Cabin and Dy.SS/PF.
vi.
LC Gate No.61 at BPA yard towards BPQ end though closed, no amendment
to SWR issued to this effect in the copy available at this Cabin. However, one
letter was issued by ASTE & AEN on 06.6.2015 at 17.40 hours for
treating the LC Gate permanently closed and to withdraw the Gatemen.
This letter quotes CRS sanction vide letter No. W3/107/13-14 dated
06.11.2013. In this connection, the Division has delayed the issue (for 19
months) of closure of LC Gate when CRS sanction was received way back in
November 2013. The manpower in the form of Gatemen for 19 months is
unnecessarily wasted. Division to identify similar such locations and take
appropriate action at the earliest.
d. S&T Failure Register:
3. It was noticed that register was used upto August 2015 and a fresh one is
opened from August 2015. Closed S&T Failure Register was seen and it was
noticed that it is completely exhausted and the left over pages are adequate
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enough for another 3-4 years. It is not understood as to what made the
Officials to replace the old one?
4. Failure Memo Book was checked and noticed that old book was completed on
30.7.2015 and the new book is started for use from 01.10.2015. The details for
period between August and September was not available and the station
Officials (S&T and SM) failed to produce the same for perusal during
inspection.
5. From the failure record, it was noticed that on 07.8.2015, a failure was
recorded between 11.46 hours to 12.05 hours that UP IBS flown back and
BPAC failed after 22648 Kongu Express passed LSS. In this connection,
further investigation revealed that TSR entry made by the SM did not mention
whether the train stopped before IBS or passed IBS at ‘ON’ and stopped. K-1
indication related register was checked and found that counter register one
number higher since the train has passed IBS at ‘ON’. The LP of 22648 was
contacted and came to know that Dy.SS Sri. Pappu Kumar was on duty who
permitted him to pass the IBS at ‘ON’ by giving PN - 79.The Dy.SS should
have written in TSR when he authorized the LP to pass IBS at ‘on’.
Division shall cross check the PN record of SM and take appropriate action.
SMR & section TI should counsel the SMs about the correct procedure to be
followed whenever such type of incidences take place so that it becomes
convenient for verification during inspection.
6. Details of S&T failures recorded are
July 2015: SF-2, A/C-1, BPAC-1.
August 2015: A/C-4, UP IBS-2, TF-3, BF-1, UP LSS-2, BPAC-1, PF-1.
September 2015: A/C-1, PF-1, IBS-1.
October 2015: Down A/C-2, LSS-1, TF-2.
7. Analysis made from the failure recorded from July 2015 to October 2015 are;
signal failures – 8, Block/BPAC failures are – 3, axle counter failures are –8,
Point failures – 2, track failures – 5. The repeated type of failures is on high
side and efforts may be made to minimize the same.
e. Relay Room Register: On 26.10.15, relay room key taken from station from 10.20
hours to 16.24hr by JE/Sig/BPA for the purpose of BPAC reading taken. During
interaction with JE/Sig & SSE/Sig/BPA, they could not explain properly reason for
taken key for such a long period. It is highly irregular and unsafe.
f. The Joint Inspection of Points, Crossings was done for the 3rd Quarter on
13.09.2015 and all the deficiencies that were noted have been attended. Following
irregularities were noticed while attending the deficiencies;
Point No.53B; Opening attended on 21.9.15 LH & RH sides (120mm) without
taken Disconnection.
In Point No.60A; GR pads under slide chairs were replaced in switch portion on
16.9.15 without taken Disconnection.
In Point No.12; LH side housing improved on 18.9.15 – for this work also
Disconnection not taken.
ADSTE/BPA not signed in this register.
g. The Joint Inspection of Track Circuits was done for the 3 rd Quarter on 13.09.2015
and the following deficiencies are yet to be attended:Missing GFN liners in all berthing tracks Rd-1, Rd-2, Rd-3, Rd-4, all goods lines
(six lines) and 47T, 61AT, 61BT are to be provided.
Ballast clearance 50 mm below the rail level to be done in GL1, GL2, GL3, GL4,
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GL6 and Goods Cabin Home Signal to Point No. 36. (Repeated in 1st and 2nd
Quarters also).
h. Tested Point No. 53B end and found to be working normal. The electrical readings
are within limits.
i. Ambush check was conducted by exhibiting danger hand signal to the Guard of
UP Train No.12590Express (YPR-Gorakpur) by CASM but the Guard failed
to observe towards the CASM which is essential for him to observe the CASM.
2.0

KK Siding:
e. The activity of loading is completely stopped for the last 8 years.
f. It was noticed that the track leading to this Siding is utilized as shunting neck.
g. The length of siding track is around 6 KMs and it is non-OHE. The Loco Running
Staff and Operating Staff should be careful not to send electric traction loco
while performing shunting on this line.
h. The SWR needs to be modified related to this Siding working when the Siding is
closed.

3.0

Shantikhani Siding:
d. This Siding is also closed and no activity of loading for the last 5-6 years.
e. The track in this Siding is 3.4 KMs and fully electrified.
f. Division may plan to optimize the asset utilization or else dismantle the track and
OHE.

4.0

Various checks made at BPA:

4.1

57135 / NGP-KZJ Passenger:
a. ACP done for the following coaches.
SC GS 99417, SCGS 99484, SCGS 96435 all PEASDs are in working condition.
For SCGS 96435 ACP indicator bulb not glowing.
b. SCGS 96435 non modified FDB provided near doorways having Gap.
c. Guard Sri. M. Venkataswamy/KZJ working the train is not supplied with CBC
Key and Universal Key which is essential as per SR. 4.19.1.1
d. Front SLR Guard compartment wasfound ‘open’which is in violationof SR 4.34.
e. SC GS 96427 gap available even after closing RJB door.

4.2

T.NO.77256 DEMU train arrived on PF 2 and the LP of the train stopped the formation
in the middle of the platform (near the FOB) instead of drawing the train upto the end
of the platform. The LP has stopped the train approximately 250 – 300m ahead of the
end of the platform. Not drawing the train upto the end of the platform is in violation
of SR 4.49 and the Divisional SOBs. Division shall take up the crew for violation of
the rule and SOB and spread awareness among the Loco Running Staff.
Also, noticed that the Guard of the train failed to ensure the LV indicator ’X’ mark
board flap is open which is again in violation of SR 4.16.5.1.
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4.3

Check of Pantry Car NO. SC WCB 05801 by Train No. 12724 A. P. Express on
30.10.2015
a. Fortnightly Safety certificate was not issued to the Pantry Car Manager.
b. Gas Cylinders are not secured with brackets in the Gas Chamber.
c. 24 members including Manager & Kitchen Staff are not in possession of Police
verification certificates.

4.4

Fire prevention check made in AC coaches of Train No. 12724 A. P. Express.
Check was conducted along with Sri. Soma Raju Technician and staffa. SC ACCN 05134 ( B-1):
I.
Blower duct cover bolts worn out.
b. SC ACCN 05125 ( B-2):
1. Gap is noticed with body in the control panel at PP side

2. Fire Extinguisher No.47 does not have maintenance particulars.
3. Emergency Hammer Box Glass broken.
c. SC ACCN 05132 ( B-3):
1. Control Panel flooring at NPP side is in damaged condition.
d. SC ACCN 05122 ( B-4):
1. Earth Leakage check – ‘Positive’
2. PP side control panel body need to be closed to avoid rat menace.
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3.
4.

At NPP side, there is a gap in the control Panel with the body of the
coach.
Fire Extinguisher No.36 discharge Pipe is in pressed and damaged
condition.

e. SC ACCW 06055 (A-1):
1. There is a big gap at the door way near ELU

f. SC ACCW 05068 (A-2):
1. Earth Leakage check – ‘Positive’
g. In S9 coach (05248) of Train No.12724Express, 13 Berths;
No.9,10,11,12,13,14, 16,17,18,19,20,21 &22 are reserved by some of the
passengers from New Delhi. But physically Berth No.16 to 22 bay (6 berths) are
only occupied. From berth No.9 to 14 bay is entirely occupied with luggage
cartoons upto roof of the coach. And same type of cartoon boxes were found
packed upto sealing at door portion also. TTE/SC who was on duty from BPQ to
SC Sri R.V.Meena (Mobile No.9032042180) has not taken any action. He has
failed to check the tickets and not objected regarding loading of luggage
cartoons in passenger coaches. Inspite of informing to take action at KZJ, no
action was initiated by him.
In this connection, it is necessary to understand that berths in sleeper class are
meant for passengers to travel and not to load with luggages. Secondly, blocking
the pathway and doorway is totally against safety norms, specially becomes
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difficult in cases of fire accidents. Thirdly, during any untoward incidents, there
is scope for false claims.

Bay blocked with cartoons

Bay blocked with cartoons touching
the roof of the coach

Doorway blocked photograph

Bay blocked with cartoons – view
from pathway

The matter was telephonically conveyed to Sr. DCM/SC for taking necessary
punitive action while unloading these luggage cartoons at SC/HYB.
4.5

Freight Rake check on 30.11.2015
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
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Date
Rake no
Load
Line No
Incoming BPC No

: 30.10.2015
: DN Q289
: 59+1 (58 BOXNE+1 BVZC)
: GL-4
: PON/7865 Premium rake issued at VSPS/ECoR on
16.10.2015 with 95%.
Checked by
: Sri B. Shankar, JE, BPA & Sri V.Sambaiah, JE/BPA.
During re-check tested with RTR and found 5 IOP’s.
IOPS BY TXR:
WR BOXN 971001
NF BOXN 50138
ECoR BOXN 23902
SEC BOXN 63176
After checking one more IOP found: SWR BOXN 15556.

S No
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Wagon No

Type
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E

1

SWR13190

2

SE123676

3

ER64621

4

NF11109

5

ECR69880

BOXN
E

6

SEC63176

BOXN
E

7

SWR15556

BOXN
E

8

SE128806

9

SE53526

10

SWR37234

11

NCR32624

12

SE125799

13

ECOR23902

14

NCR44581

15

SE165132

16

SC75487

17

SC72717

18

ECOR280175

19

SWR12150426821

20

ER110267

21

SWR12150636510

BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E

Remarks
Marked sick for side body repairs
APD Not provided for Brake gear pins
APD Not provided for Brake gear pins
“A” dimension not closing by control
rod. Required attention
APD Not provided for Brake gear
pins
QRV missing.
Knuckle pin APD missing and
knuckle pin not inserted fully
IOP
APD Not provided for Brake gear
pins
During re-check found IOP
Knuckle Pin APD missing
APD Not provided for Brake gear pins
Knuckle Pin APD missing
Side Body panel given up
Side Body panel given up
Brake gear pin APD missing
IOP
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for side stanchion repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
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22

SE175264

23

ER57362

24

ECOR14120894517

25

WR900146

26

SWR12150856949

27

SC72938

28

NF50535

29

NR97841

30

SE125116

31

CR107503

32

WR982113

33

CR960326

34

CR111854

35

SE123526

36

SE12070851079

37

ECOR12120814344

38

ECOR12120813583

39

NR94978

40

SE121485

41

NF50138

42

SE103788

43

SWR12260613180

44

SE165374

45

SE12070830302

BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E

Marked sick for side body repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for floor repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for Top coping channel
welding repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for Top coping channel
welding repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
IOP
Marked sick for side stanchion repairs.
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing

46

WR971001

BOXN
E

47

ER56935

BOXN
E

48

ECOR14120891806

BOXN
E

49

SE102606

50

ER111850

51

CR107247

52

WR981793

53

WR980734

54

SE125285

55

SC70460

BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E
BOXN
E

Brake gear pin APD missing
IOP
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for top coping channel
given up
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for top coping channel
given up
Knuckle pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for side stanchions
welding repairs
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Brake gear pin APD missing
Marked sick for floor repairs

General Observations:
iv) Only one compressor is available for sick line, ROH and Yard maintenance. That
too, while conducting re-check of above freight rake, it took ½ hour for creation of
pressure. Sr.DME/O&F/SC advised to commission two diesel locomotive
compressors in sick line (for which electric motors will be given by CESE) and
transfer the sick line compressor to the yard.
v) Adequate number of compressors to be provided for yard and sick line. At least
two should be electric and one should be diesel driven.
vi) APD for brake gear missing in 51 wagons and APD for knuckle pins in 11
wagons. During validity of the BPC, Premium & CC rakes are subjected to
multiple unloading in tippler. It should be ensured that such rakes are provided
with APD in all brake gear pins and knuckle pins to prevent working out of these
pins during tippling.
5.0

On P.F.No.2 towards MMZ end platform shelter having base bolts are projecting out at
approximately 6cms above ground which is dangerous to the passengers, specially
during night time. It should be removed immediately.

6.0

On P.F.No.2 towards MMZ end station sign board located perpendicularly to the track
which cause obstructing the DN Loop line Starter and GL-1 Starter. It should be reset
parallel to the track.

7.0

Freight examination yard:
a. Goods train STDV Special arrived on Down Main line,(BV) SEBVZI 86100994531
quick coupler of BP worn-out, gauge when fixed is dropping.
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b. ERBVZI 86101065681 in GL-5, checked and found both quick couplers are
provided for FP & BP are in good working condition.
c. BY Train no. DN Q-289 which is under attention, following damages were noticed
SWRBOXN 121500131901 - Side body damaged marked sick
ECOR BOXN 22130769880 -Hand brake lever broken
SWR BOXN 14140763176 - Hand brake wheel deficient.
SE BOXN 128806 – Load/Empty lever deficient.
SWR BOXN 12150637234-D.V.inisolated condition.
SEBOXN 165132 - Hand brake wheel deficient.
SCBOXN 72938 -hand brake lever damaged.
CR BOXN 960326 -Flap door welding given up.
d. Vegetation in the yard on BPQ end, to be removed.
e. Released brake blocks and removed damaged components to be cleared ‘off’ for
easy movement of men and material in the yard.
f. The welding tapping points not fixed in the irrespective terminals properly and
loose wires hanging from the points.

8.0

Inspection of Dy.SS/PF:
a. Sri. Amit Roy, Dy.SS and Sri. I. Kumar, Pointsmanwere on duty in uniform and in
possession of valid competency certificate/s.
b. Control book: It was noticed from the records that on 29.10.2015 at 05.50 hours,
MFD was ordered vide TN 4/96, at 06.15 hours for derailment at MCI Siding.
SCOR Sri. Meena. The derailment of loco took place at 05.27 hours and the
message of derailment was received by Branch Officers of the Division at
05.30 hours. When the accident took place around 05.30 hours, it is not
understood why instructions to order MFD and accident siren was delayed by 45
minutes.
Further, ART log movement register was perused and following irregularities were
noticed;
TN No.
Date
Time of
Accident
Departure time
accident
siren time
4/6
15.6.2015
22.30
22.35
23.32
4/26
25.6.2015
22.10
22.20
23.10
10 minutes
Departure after 50
delay
minutes from the time of
siren
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4/60

26.6.2015

13.00

13.15
Delay by 15
minutes

5/01

28.7.2015

….

10.20

4/88
4/96

30.8.2015
29.10.2015

….
05.50

14.00
Departure after 45
minutes from the time of
siren
11.10 (50 minutes from
the time of siren
….
06.45

10.40
06.15
Delay by 25
minutes
From the above table, it could be derived that turning out time of ART by day / night
within 30 / 45 minutes is not achieved on number of occasions. Also, there is serious
delay in ordering of ART. This needs to be investigated. Secondly, every effort shall
be made to ensure that ART is turned out within the target time.
c. Attendance Register:
d. It was noticed from the attendance register that many SMs are working for 12
hours in Cabins and also at station.
e. It is not desirable to allow safety category staff like SMs to perform 12 hours
working continuously on Route ‘A’ involving continuous night duties.Even if
the employee/s are willing, Division shall discourage and every effort shall be
made to avoid 12 hour working.
f. For the last three months, following table shows the number of days worked
for 12 hours by SMs;
Name of the SM
August
Septembe
October
r
Sri. Y. Ravinder
12 days
13 days
….
Sri. B. R. Ravindranath
17 days
11 days
….
Sri. Sk. Rasheed
16 days
11 days
….
Sri. Ayub Khan
14 days
20 days
24 days
Sri. S. K. Suman
25 days
24 days
28 days
Sri. Y. K. Poddar
8 days
14 days
7 days
Sri. Sheomurath Yadav
20 days
….
….
Sri. M. Ravinder
20 days
23 days
18 days
Sri. Pappu Kumar
27 days
14 days
23 days
Sri. S. M. Yadav
….
20 days
24 days
Sri. Sandeep Kumar
….
21 days
21 days
Sri. Chandan Kumar
….
20 days
19 days
Sri. Amit Roy
….
….
22 days
Sri. MuniramMeena
….
….
21 days
g. 14 SMs have performed 159 days in 12 hour shift during August 2015, 191 days
for 12 hour shift during September and 207 days for 12 hour shift during October
2015 till the date of Safety Audit Inspection.
h. TI/BPA Inspection Register: From the records it was noticed that TI/BPA is not
conducting his schedule of inspections. Inspections conducted from June 2014
reveal that only seven (7) inspections were conducted in the last 22 months till
the end of October 2015. Secondly, the spacing between inspections also found to
be irregular i.e., 19.6.2014, 28.8.2014, 22.12.2014, 18.02.2015, 26.3.2015,
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15.7.2015 and 29.9.2015. This calendar year only 4 inspections were conducted.
Divisional Operating Branch shall instruct all the sectional TIs of the Division
not to dilute the quantity and quality of inspections.Staff held responsible shall
be written against observations.
i. Bio-data Register: Sri. V.Ravinder – Dy.SS and Sri.G.Sudarshan – Cabinman are
due for PME on 13.11.2015 and 11.11.2015 respectively. Sri MadaSwamy, SMR is
due for Refresher Course on 14.11.2015. They should be directed for the same on
time.
j. Safety Meeting Register: The meeting is conducted regularly. It was noticed that
34 members in October, 30 members in September, 37 members in August and 39
members in July have signed in the register against total strength of 42 members.
SMR has to ensure that all the staff working at the station acknowledge the register.
k. Monthly Safety Audit was conducted by Branch Officers of the Division on
17.04.2015 and the report is available in the station. However, compliance was not
offered for the shortfalls brought out by the audit team till date of inspection. SMR
and TI shall ensure to pass the compliance remarks.
l. UP Axle counter resetting plunger provided on the wall of SMs office on PF1.
Plunger box not secured with lock.
m. Gradation Register: Presently SMs in Grade Pay of Rs.4600/- are graded locally
by SMR / TI. Gradation for SMs in Grade of Rs.4600/- or more should be graded by
AOM/AO as per Railway Board guidelines. It was also noticed that 13 Pointsmen
were graded ’B’ whose working is necessary to be closely monitored and efforts
shall be made to upgrade them gradually.
n. Disaster Management Random Check Register: It is carried out twice in a
month. During the random check, working of fire station 08735 222368 was
checked and remarked not working, Samatha Nursing Home 08735 222622 - no
response and Government Hospital 8008553105 working. SMR to talk to the local
fire authorities and advise them to keep the contact number is working. Also,
noticed that chord wire connection for the BSNL telephone is giving disturbance
which should be replaced.
o. Caution Order Register:
1. Many over writings were noticed while bringing forward of SRs at
00.00hours of every Monday. Advised not to cause more over writings.
2. Station codes may be avoided and full name of the station is written.
3. UP direction Caution Order- SR 90 KMPH was in force at KM 892/37-9 due to
30 curve & yielding formation between Manikgarh and Balharshah stations
from 25.11.2010. which may be converted as permanent caution order and get
the same is printed in the WTT.
p. Essential Equipment: White Light in one HS lamp is not glowing. Fire
Extinguisher NOs 5224 & 234 are due for quarterly maintenance on 05.11.2015.
q. Facility to download and print out Caution Orders online is provided but not
practicing. Still Caution Orders are being supplied from Divisional HQ, there is
need to restore the provision of printing online at station.
r. Officers Inspection Register: Last Operating Officer inspection was done on
04.3.2015 by AO/RDM. Before that 31.7.2014 by DOM/G/SC. Seven months gap
between two inspections.
s. Checked OHE key box at Dy.SS/BPA and found key box locked. Insulated gloves
& isolator operation book were available inside. Isolator was last operated on
20.10.15 by Sri. G. Kumar Swamy, Tech-III/OHE/BPA for opening SM-30B.
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9.0

Inspection of “B” Cabin:
a. Sri.Chandar Kumar Jha, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and was in possession
valid competency certificates. Pointsman is not posted to work in the cabins
which is essential for better upkeep of the safety equipment and to assist in
clamping and padlocking of points during failures.
b. S& T Failure Register:
Month
Nature of failure
Total
September Axle Counter Failure-1,IBS
04
Failure1,BPAC Failure-1& Misc. Failure-1
October
Axle Counter Failure-1, Signal Failure-1&
03
BPAC Failure-1 as on date of bi-monthly
audit.
 S&T failure register prior to September month was not available. When
enquired, it was told that it is taken to station and SMR/BPA says that it is
not at the station and it is in the cabin only. As a result, failure analysis for
the months before September could not be made,
 ‘High Lightening’ is written as the cause for many failures. Alternate
arrangement to protect such failures may be planned.
c. Route and Calling-on Route Cancellation Register: Time taken for route and
calling-on Route cancellation when applied is not entered in the register to
determine the efficacy of time delay relays.
d. Essential Equipment: Fire Extinguisher NOs 5240 and 5241 are due for
quarterly maintenance on 5.11.2015.
e. SWR: Appendix ’G’ – electrified section working precautions is not available.
f. Signal Put Back Memos: Memos are handed over to the Loco Pilots and
relevant entries were also made correctly in the Train Signal Register.

10.0
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Inspection of Goods Cabin:
a. Dy.SS on duty was found in uniform and in possession of valid competency
certificate/s.
b. It was noticed that one full formation of Goods train containing BOXN wagons was
pulled towards KK Siding and pushed onto Goods R&D line to offer the rake for
train examination.The shunt movement was performed without connecting air
hoses i.e., in other words no brake power since air continuity was not
maintained. This is in violation of SWR provisions of BPA.
c. Shunting operation related suggestion: Whenever shunt movements are done
from GL-7 to GL-11 by taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal/s No. G-26 & G-25 below Starter
Signals proceeding to either shunting neck or towards KK Siding, back shunt is
controlled by Shunt Signals G-40 & G-41 which are located at quiet a long distance.
Working pattern in GLs 7-11 has changed. Regular shunting taking place for sorting
of wagons. To avoid making movement upto that Shunt Signal/s, the Operating
Staff resort for short shunts, i.e., route cancellation is applied after passing the point
zone and back movement is given to save time. In this process, the Shunting Staff
need to ensure that the relevant point/s is set and locked or else it may lead to
derailment. The number of route cancellations that were applied was checked and
noticed that as many as 609 times route cancelled during the current month i.e.,
October, 508 times during September and 710 times during August. To minimize

the number of route cancellations, it is suggested to provide another Shunt Signal
in between the above said length or provision of Shunting Permitted Indicators
(SPIs) may be provided to resolve the problem.
d. Slot indication counter was made dummy. Every time, the slot indication is
cancelled, next higher number register but the same is not visible since the counter
is made dummy locally by the S&T Officials. Slot cancellation is essential
whenever trains are received on Goods Loop Lines 3-6. Secondly, the route will not
be cleared unless the cancellation button is pressed for cancellation. Advised for
immediate restoration of the same.
e. Stabled Load Register:
1. GL-4 is blocked with RC 161 from 12.45 hours of 29.10.2015 and GL-3 is
blocked with DN Q279 Goods from 12.00 hours of 29.10.2015.But, stabled
load entries in the register was not made which is in violation of SR 5.23.
SMR & TI/BPA shall enforce the instruction is followed strictly accordance
with the rule provisions.
2. GL-3 was blocked with UP BCN from 03.15 hours of 29.10. 2015. Related
entry is not made in the stabled load register.
3. On 19.10.2015, at 21.00hours, Dead Loco was stabled- PNs were not
exchanged with SCOR which is again in violation of SR 5.23.
4. On 10.10.15, at 01.30hours and on 10.10.2015 at 21.00hours, Crane Special
was stable on GL-2for which stabled load entry is missing.
5. On 24.09.2015, at 12.05hours, LE 31553 was stabled but PN with SCOR was
not exchanged.
Division shall ensure that stabling precautions are correctly followed in true
spirits and take up the staff for violation of the rules.
f. RO water tank is fixed in the goods cabin, but cleaning particulars are not
mentioned.
g. Name of the cabin is not written on the cabin lodge.
h. Only line nomination book is maintained at this cabin for R & D of trains on to/from
GL-3 to GL-6. Complete transaction particulars such as arrival / departure, exchange
of PNs with Cabins etc., are missing. Hence, it is suggested to bring in force the
Train Signal Register with immediate effect.
i. It is noticed that all stopping goods trains are stopping short of starter signal without
clearing fouling mark at once and then drawing up to starter signal again. This is
affecting train movements and section capacity. Needs to be checked.
j. It is noticed that despite Railway Board JPO for working of freight trains with twin
pipes, trains are running with single pipe only. All freight trains shall be upgraded to
twin pipe system on priority. The progress shall be included in MCDO.
k. Track areas of 35 & 36 are not covered with OHE. The work is stopped after
erecting masts. The work should be finished at the earliest.
l. Movements to & from GL 2-6 to KK siding line over B11 point are not available.
This was curtailed when Lever operations were replaced with EI. This shall be
restored immediately.
m. S&T Failures: In June, GL2 and 32 track circuits dropped. Reason is water logging
due to lack of drain. Needs to be attended.In July, Point no. 31 flashing. Point was
set with crank handle. BCNHL detained for 30 minutes. Still S&T staff remarked as
obstruction in point. This is not correct.
11.0
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Inspection of Crew Lobby/BPA:

1. BPA is an outstation depot. It is under CCC/RDM. Shift CC Sri B. Venugopal and
BET Sri Chadra Sekhar were available.
2. One Kiosk available which is not working for the last one week.
3. While checking the “Tested Positive” cases register, following adhoc Guards are
tested ‘positive’;
On 29.8.2014, at 08.33 hrs Sri M. Pradeep Kumar, adhoc Guard/BPA having
crew ID 0276, tested positive while sign ’ON’ with 29mg/100mlwith TayalTech instrument number A 200945, 2nd time at 08.40 hrs tested with spare
instrument no.A202040 and found 71 mg/100ml. As per feedback SF-V issued,
35 months increment reduction from his payment .He was not booked as a
Guard, he is working as a Pointsman.
On 02.7.2014, at 22.34 hrs. Sri B. Sadanandam, adhocGuard/BPA was tested
‘positive’ with 14mg/100ml with instrument number A202031.2nd test with
16mg/100ml at 22.41 hrs conducted with spare instrument number
A200945,SF-V issued on 30.7.2014.
4. On 01.3.2015 SSE/C&W and JE/C&W conducted ambush check at C&W depot
two employees are tested ‘positive’. They are 1) Sri Sk. Mohammad Vali /Tech1/BPA, with 22mg/100ml. 2) Sri Md. Taj Baba –Khalasi-helper/BPA, with 146
mg/100ml.D&AR action not taken against both the both employees till date.
Division to expedite the D&AR action against the employees.
5. On 09.10.15, at 10.59 hrs. during sign ’ON’ Sri G. Badraiah/GLP/KZJ , having
with crew ID no. 1150 tested ‘positive’ with 36 mg/100 ml with BA instrument
number A 202040.Immediatellysecond test was done with spare instrument
no.A202031 at 10.59 hrs which recorded ‘negative’.
6. On 05.8.2015, at 23.59 hrs during sign ‘ON’ Sri.Harinath.D, crew ID 7203 was
tested ‘positive’ with 8 mg/100ml with BA equipment no.A202040. Second test
with spare instrument and found ‘negative’no.A202031.Such circumstances shift
Crew controller should conduct 2nd BA test in the presence of on duty Dy.SS
since there is no Loco Department Supervisor.
Above 2 cases needs to be looked into as BA equipments are tested daily.
7. While interacting with crew, most of the LPs/ALPs stated that they are getting PR
after completion of rest. CCC should declare PR to the staff before they
proceed on line or immediately on arrival of lobby i.e.., advance information
should be given to the crew so that they can plan accordingly.
8. Track/Signal defects – it is necessary that the in-charge should report the ‘Nil’
reports to PCOR/TLC when there are no irregularities is recorded by the crew..
9. On 18.10.15, LP of N/BOXN passed a remark that DN MAGH LSS defective
condition. This defect is not repeated to TLC.
10. On 22.10.15, LP of Light Engine passed a remark that SKZR UP Home signal
route indication for common loop, one lunar lamp not glowing. This defect
repeated on 23.10.15, repeating time not mentioned and no feedback.
11. Records of working hours of crew were checked and found that there were cases
of crew working much more than 15 hours. However, some of the crew were given
relief at en-route station and brought back spare to BPA. Interacted with few
LPs/ALP available in the lobby. Most of the complaints of LP/ALPs were that the
working hours is exceeding 10 hours and even upto 15-16 hours. Details of
working of crew of 29/30.10.15 are as under;
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Name of LP
N.K. Choppara
A.Mandal
Sd.S. Ahmed
Y.V.V.S. Narayana
P.Laxman
D.K. Soni

On duty

Off duty

16.15
13.00
14.30
13.50
3.50
8.45

9.40
10.30
10.30
10.30
3.15
2.35

Total working
hours
17.25
22.30
22.00
21.40
23.25
17.40

12. List of alcoholic prone running staff was displayed in the lobby. There are 25
LP/ALPs in SC division who are in alcoholic prone list.
13. There were cases of VCD not working recorded in the VCD defect register.
Loco No. 27323/WAG7/KZJ on 29.10.15, 24519/WAG7/JHS on 27.10.15, and
31146/WAG9/LGD on 24.10.15.
14. Very few chairs are provided in the crew lounge. Some more may be provided.
12.0
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Inspection of Running Room:
a. Peak occupation of beds 32, peak occupation time 20.00 hours to 00.00 hours.
However, there were complaints of crew not getting bed during night. Some
additional beds can be provided in vacant room to ease congestion and also to
avoid complaints from crew.
b. There are 10 rooms. 33 beds are provided. Each room is having 3 to 5 beds.
One room is kept vacant.
Room No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8 9 10
No. of beds
2
2
2
4
6
4
4 3 4
2
c. Five toilets and five bath rooms are available. Two urinal pans are available.
d. Desert coolers are required to be provided.
e. R.O. water facility not available. Presently drinking water supplied in water
cans from outside.
f. Washing machine is available, but was not in working order.
g. All electric pest-o-killerequipments were found defective & lying in stores.
None were available in dining hall.
h. In one of the gas stove in the kitchen, operating knob was deficient.
i. Cob-web were found in room no.5.
j. Though meditation room is available, it cannot be analysed as to how many
crew are using them since no register is maintained. Advised to maintain the
same.
k. In the kitchen room chimney exhaust fans are not working.
l. Food warmer not available. German silver utensils are used which are in soot
coated condition. Stainless steel utensils should be used since storing food in
german silver vessels is harmful for human beings.

m. While interacting with staff, it is understood that they are satisfied with running
room food. However, at BPQ, old mattresses are used which are inconvenient
for sleeping and reused bed sheets are given to the occupants.
n. Vegetables to be kept in a container and not in gunny bags.
o. Complaint book was checked. Some of the complaints were
Improper maintenance of room.
Non-availability of mosquito nets.
Cots are not proper, some of them shaking & making noise and some
having sag.
Used bed sheets being supplied.
Non-availability of beds.
Delay in preparation of breakfast.
These may be looked into for suitable redressal.
13.0

Inspection of ARME Scale II:
a. Last joint inspection was conducted on 07.10.2015.
b. BA instrument No. T 1100 is due for calibration from 28.8.2013.

14.0

Inspection of Wagon Depot:
a. Daily 3 rakes are offered for Premium /End to end examination.
b. Total 10 wagons on an average are marked ‘sick’ for various defects such as;Body
bulging, Springs broken, CBC supporting plate missing, Draft gear housing
damaged, Flooring sheets damaged, side body and end body damaged, Door
welding replacement etc.,
c. Staff were counselled on fixing BP air hoses duly removing the dummy plastic plug
near palm end. Also, plastic cap on COAC end.
d. Checked NCT Register, the Maximum and minimum temperatures are being
recorded for each formation.
e. Line block register is available and maintained properly.

15.0

Inspection of ART/BPA:
a. FIT to run for 100KMPH is not stenciled on the end body of wagons.
b. NO schedule due for the ART wagons/coaches.
c. In ART log register, full particulars of ART ordering time, EOT and starting time
are not recorded for some movements which makes difficult to assess the actual
time taken for starting the ART.
d. Lukas HRE equipment was checked and found spares are also available.
e. LPG lights are replaced with LED chargeable lights.
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

No refilling schedule due for Fire extinguisher(due on 05.11.15)
Last inspection by JAG level Officers was done on 07.10.15.
Calibration of gauges was done on 24.03.15, due on 24.03.16.
Wire ropes tested by staff of LDGS at BPA on 09.05.15,due on 08.11.15.
Tested satellite phone and found to be working normal.
Engineering Department Observations in ART/BPA:
1. Rail drilling machine is available but drill bits are not made part of standard
equipments. Sufficient no. of drill bits for 2 drilling machines, to be kept in ART.
They should also be included in the list of essential equipments.
2. Racks are to be provided for keeping the material in orderly way in the wagon.
Whenever the wagon is going for POH, the racks should be removed.
3. Dry cells have manufacturing date of December, 2012. Expiry date is 24 months from
the date of manufacture. Cells are to be replaced before expiry. In fact, old cells
should be replaced with new one and old can be used elsewhere before date of expiry.
4. Small track machines provided in engineering tool van are very old. They should be
replaced with new ones and these old machines can be used for day to day
maintenance of track.
5. Inspected by SSE/P.Way/BPA on 05.10.15, 05.09.15, 18.8.15 and 09.4.15. It is

noticed that in the month of May, June & July 2015, nobody inspected the
Engineering equipments/items. ADEN/BPA inspected on 09.4.15, 18.8.15 &
07.10.15 (against monthly schedule).
l. DSL Generator set of 15KVA, 230 V capacities not available instead of that 3.5
KVA Generator available. As per SSE/Elec./BPA due to insufficient place it was
not replace.
m. 75 KG Fire Extinguisher available, most of the BD staff do not know how to use it.
Demonstration should be done to all B.D. staff under acknowledgement.
n. Dragon light s are not glowing. These should be charged in time.
o. ART/Engg: P.Way fittings/ item are kept on flooring; should be kept properly.
p. Acytele / Oxygen Cylinders are lying on the floor instead of keeping it erect.
q. Near ART vertical water pipes are exposed on PF No.1 which is endanger for
moving passengers especially in night times.

15.1

Mechanical Department Observations in ART/BPA:
VI.
VII.
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There is no staff sanction for day to day maintenance of ART. Staff are drawn
from Depot.
Aska Tower lights cloth is in perished condition, due to leakages for which
blowers are getting burnt. These lights are procured five years back.

VIII.
IX.
X.

In Engineering tool van gas cylinders are kept on the floor in horizontal position
and materials are in scattered condition.
Two abrasive rail cutting equipment do not have safety guards.
Standard list of equipments were not displayed in Engineering Tool van.

16.0

Joint Inspection of Points and Crossings at MCI: Last inspection done on 18.10.15
(Quarter IV). Following deficiencies yet to be attended.
1. 26A opening to be adjusted,
2. 31A opening to be adjusted,
3. 8A opening to be adjusted and
4. 12A LH 6th to 10th chair bolts loose.
Quarter III inspection carried out on 16.07.15 and date of compliance 14.08.2015.
Time lag is high.
ADEN/RDM last inspected on 18.11.14.

17.0

Engineering Department Observations:
a. Weed growth at the edge of track on UP loop line near the platform should be removed.
b. It is noted that Main line points are provided with the date of laying of switch and CMS
crossing. However, on Goods loops Turnouts, date of laying has not been painted.
c. On UP main line in 59 AT track circuit Glued Joint number not mentioned. Laid on

06/2008. Sleeper spacing at end post portion need to be adjusted.
d. Points and Crossings in goods Loop line are having coal deposits, which may obstruct the
drainage of water. Drainage is to be improved in loop lines including Points & Crossings
area.
e. Shunting neck grass is to be cleaned. Shunting neck is to be maintained properly with
straight alignment.
f. There is sag in track between Pt.No.61A and closed LC No.61. This sag is to be removed
by taking the levels and carrying out design mode of tamping.
g. The compliances of Joint Points and crossing inspection Registers were perused.
In Joint inspection register, date of Inspection was 13-09-15 and date of compliance
was between 14-09-15 to 23-09-15.
Defects noted during joint inspection have already been attended. However, SSE/PW
signed on 13.9.15 but the date of signature has not been mentioned by SSE/Signal
while signing the register during inspection.
h. At KM 241/30-32, SEJ provided near Points &Crossing for far end LWR was checked.
Rail temperature was 36o C at 10.35 hrs. Tongue rail/total gaps on LH side were
30mm/51mm and on RH side are 22mm/52mm. 2 Nos. of non-standard bolts provided in
SEJ stock rail are to be replaced with standard ones. Non-standard fittings should not be
used anywhere in SEJ as well as on Points & Crossings.

18.0
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Inspection of ROH Shed:
Most of the damaged BP house pipes are kept near new BP house pipes; there are
chances of using the damaged pipes. Hence, the damaged pipes to be kept another
room.

19.0

Detailed inspection of Points and crossing in BPA yard was done.
different Points & Crossings are as under:

Main defects in

h) Point No. 9 A – On main line, cross levels are varying from 2R to 8R. On turn out side,
cross levels are varying from 10L to 10R. Cross levels are to be attended for Mainline and
Turnout side.
i) Point No. 6 A – Gauge on Main line is +6 and on turn out side is +8 on station No.4.
Gauge and cross levels on Mainline and Turnout side are varying between 2L to 6R
requiring attention. Cross level in crossing portion on main line is varying from 2L to 2R.
This needs to be attended.
j) Point No. 5 B – Some of the sleepers of Turnout are broken, which need replacement.
Broken sleepers in Points & Crossings portion are to be replaced in all the Points &
Crossings. Cross levels on Mainline is varying from 4L to 4R, which needs attention.
k) Point No. 8 A – Cross level on Turnout side is varying from 8R to 2L, which needs
attention. Cross level in crossing portion on main line also requires attention. Nose of CMS
crossing of Pt.No.8A, which is a trailing point is giving sign of wear. Reconditioning
should be done before it reaches the limit.
l) Point No. 9 B – Gauge on Main line is (-) 5 at station No.6 and (-) 6 at station No.8. Cross
levels on Mainline, Turnout side and in crossing portion on main line is to be attended.
m) Point No. 60 B – Cross level on turn out side is varying from 4R to 4L, which needs
attention. Wear at the nose of CMS Crossing is
5.5 mm. Reconditioning should
be done.
n) Point No. 54 – Check rails block bolts of crossing on LH side are to be replaced.

20.0

Inspection of Wagon Depot/BPA;

a. BPA has started carrying out ROH activities w.e.f. April, 2015 and at present, the
ROH is done @ one wagon per day.
b. Bogie’s critical locations are not being tested for crack with MPT or DPT. DPT
should be started immediately. A portable MPT machine may also be procured for
this purpose.
c. For holding liners on to the bogie frame, a suitable gadget may be manufactured
using turn buckle. This will ensure proper welding of liner.
d. The APDs for pins are in ‘C’ shape. This should be made to “Hat” shape so that
APDs can bewelded properly. A small pneumatic press using brake cylinder for
pressing APD needs to be fabricated.
e. At present, springs are cleaned and grouped based on free height, for this, these
springs are lifted and put on a height measuring device. Such arrangement would
require use of manual labour. An alternative design of measuring spring height
using laser range meter was discussed. One such gadget may be fabricated.
f. BPA does not have any wheel lathe. Wheels are being obtained from RDM.
Therefore, Division should process for a wheel lathe for BPA ROH depot in the
next M&P programme. The wheel lathe should be with necessary cover shed. The
location and orientation of wheel shed was discussed and it should be such that it
does not infringe with the expansion of cover shed and wheel movement should be
in such a manner that released wheels and turned wheels do not crisscross each
other. A schematic diagram should be prepared duly taking all these factors into
consideration and shown to me.
g. It is seen that springs are only cleaned and not being painted and few springs are
badly pitted. The springs are to be painted. All springs with pitting should be
rejected and not to be put in service.
h. The CBC components are being subjected to DPT. The importance of proper
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cleaning before DPT was explained to the staff. Concerned staff is asked to explain
how to check anti creep feature. Sri. D.ThirupalNaik, Sr.Tech explained it
correctly and therefore an award of `.500/- is declared for him. More and more staff
are to be trained in CBC gauging and anti creep testing.
17 number of gauges for gauging CASNUB bogies are required for which indents
are still pending which needs to be chased and provided at the earliest.
All Staff should be made conversant in correct usage of the gauges. Adequate
training in this regard to be given to the staff involved in ROH activities.
The repair to Adopters was discussed and for reconditioning and checking the same
during ROH depot. Due care is to be taken as prescribed in G-95 by the Depot. Sr.
DME may also explore good source where these adopters can be repaired, as per
laid down procedure ensuring quality.
Bogie trammeling gauges are not available. It should be procured. CASNUB bogies
are prone for spring plank twisting and bogies with trammeling error are required to
be straightened by replacing spring plank for which bogies may be sent to RYPS.
One of the neglected item in bogie maintenance is centre pivot of bogie. The AAC
of center pivot should be reviewed and consumption to be watched. For fixing
center pivot, riveting is required. However, necessary arrangement is not yet
available at BPA. Hearth and pneumatic riveter is to be procured early.
Similarly, there is one compressor each is available in sick line and yard and on the
date of inspection, the yard compressor was out of order and therefore, sick line
compressor was connected to yard pneumatic supply lines. It was taking a very
long time to charge rake. Therefore, both yard and sick lines should be provided
with adequate number of compressors i.e., 2 Electrical and 1 Diesel stand by
compressor for each sick line as well as yard. Necessary proposal may be sent in
next M&P programme.
BPA depot has severe shortage of staff. Proposal for creation of additional posts to
be initiated. For short term measure, till creation of the new posts and
materialization of the bodies, Sr.DME was advised to out-source different works to
the extent possible so that, the facilities are utilized to the maximum extent.
The depot has one lister truck and two forklifts which are inadequate. . Sr.DME was
told to collect two lister trucks from LGD workshops where these are available in
excess to their requirement and convert them to carry all the spare items required
for maintenance of freight rake including different tools and plant and lighting
facilities. It was advised to prepare a standard sketch detailing arrangements for
different items in the lister truck. Since, battery driven and diesel driven lister
trucks are difficult to maintain, division may explore the feasibility of engaging
hired auto with trailer with due modification to trailer to carry spares, wheels and
plants to the examination lines.
The depot does not have facility for proper RIE and Huts. The same are to be
provided.
The pathway work on lane 5 is to be expedited. It was understood that in another
work provision of welding and lighting facilities is sanctioned for which funds has
not been sanctioned. It should be ensured that both the works taken place
simultaneously or while constructing pathways conduits for cable etc to be provided
so that welding and lighting facilities can be done properly. The obstruction on the
pathways should be removed and it should be ensured that an Auto trolley can be
moved inside the yard so as to take the materials near to the freight examination
line.

21.0

Inspection of Electrical Sub-station:

21.1

Oil was found leaking in 250 KVA transformer (Mahendra make) at rate of 1 drop/min.

21.2

No earth megger was available in sub-station

21.3

Transformer
properly.

21.4

Rust was found in transformer.

21.5

There was no proper drop out fuse, on HT side of transformer.

21.6

Diagram of feeder arrangement is not available in panel room.

21.7

Panel room was made as store room, many materials were kept inside.

22.8

In ART instead of 15 KVA DG set, only 3.5 KVA DG set is provided due to space
constraints, but may not be sufficient to feed all load during breakdown.

22.0

cable

was

not

secured

Footplate inspection by Train No. 12724 from BPA to KZJ:

a. Sri G. Nagender LP/M. Exp./SC and Sri SK. Mandal ALP/SC are not due for
P.M.E, Tech. G&SR.
b. BPA, RGPM & JMKT DN T/Loop Retro –reflective type to be provided.
c. BPA-MMZ, IBS Inner distant and MMZ Inner distant ‘P’ marker boards are
‘faded’.
d. At KM 251/22, hectometer board found tilted.
e. Between MMZ-MCI, at KM 252/20-26 heavy smoke was observed, collected
garbage is dumped in between tracks and lit by Engineering staff which is not safe.
f. Between MMZ-MCI, LC no.57,’G’ marker board to be repainted.
g. Between PDPL-KOLR at KM 302/28, old 50 KMPH speed restriction board
available, to be removed.
h. DN KOLR mainline Starter, old 30 KMPH speed restriction board available, to be
removed.
i. Train no.571358 arrived on PF No. 2 at 07.12 hrs.Front SLR no.01715/SC luggage
door was in open condition and lights are glowing.
j. Train No.ROH/N available on GL-6 BV No. 86100993923/ECR. Sri
B.MohanBabu, Goods Guard/KZJ personal equipments are not available such as;
G&SR, Accident manual, tail lamp(supplied) is not working, walkie-Talkie not
available. BP pressure gauge not fixed due to pressure gauge ‘broken’.
k. At KZJ station, following was noticed;
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Train No.12724Exp stopped at KZJ at
17.05hrs on PF No.2. On PF No.3 work
is in progress and it is noticed
Sri.AlagutlaTirupathi, tractor driving
with truck bearing no.AP36 EX 6964
was on platform. Driver was not having
driving license. Another tractor driver
Sri. Srinivas was also found moving on
the same PF who was in possession of
driving license. No Railway Supervisor
was available supervising the work
and no Supervisor of contractor was
available to ensure safety while tractors
are moving on the working platform.

23.0
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Inspection of Tower Car (no.4125, Mark-IV, Phooltas make):
a. Sri R. Ramesh, Tech-I/OHE/BPA is designated tower car driver, having TR-04
competency issued on 09.03.2011with Route Learning between BPQ-KZJ stations.
b. TXR check of Tower car is done regularly. Tower car is not due for any schedule.
c. Tower car engine problem was attended on 01.05.2015 by M/s Phooltas which was
under warranty.
d. Hot water indicator was not functioning.
e. First aid box replenished on 28.10.15, Fire extinguishers due for refilling is
05.11.2015.
f. Sufficient T&P Items are available in tower car are in condition and are tested on
monthly basis. Consumable are kept in rack, names of the material to be painted on
them for easy identification of the material.
g. Generator was tested & found in working condition, Halogen lamps on roof top
were glowing.
h. Checked parking brakes, found in working condition.
i. Catenary wire piece with splice available in the tower car. Whereas Contact wire
piece with splice is not available, these are useful to save time during break downs.
j. Sufficient spares available in the tower car. Large span wire and ‘G’ jumper were
not available.
k. Checked tower car daily check format. It is checked daily and counter signed by
tower car driver & the depot in-charge.
l. Sufficient Diesel & Lube oil available in tower car. Large variation in average
(mileage) diesel consumption was observed.
m. It was informed that to take over Tower Car from shed, 2 Shut Signals with
manual points have to be set. It would be easy to take over the Tower car, if these
points are motorized.

24.0

Inspection of OHE depot:

24.1

Boundary wall (Road side) is to be constructed
immediately, since insulators and other materials are
kept outside.

24.2

A drain is in front of OHE depot, which is overflowing and causing inconvenience for
staff to enter into depot.

24.3

Testing of all Safety T&P items are done regularly. Last checking done on
17/19.10.2015.

24.4

Defective/failed 3.2 tonne Pull lift, 10.50 mm Come along clamps and bulged tirfor
rope were available, same to be scrapped.

24.5

Checked Foot patrolling register, Last foot patrolling was done UP line between
RECH-RLW on 26.10.2015. Remarks of Flash marks on Bracket insulator were
attended. Replacement of 02 nos. of damaged number plates and drilling of holes on
03 nos. of mast are yet to be attended.

24.6

Mock drill done monthly and regularly.

24.7

Discharge rods are provided with double clamps.

24.8

First aid box replenished on 28.10.15, Fire extinguishers due for refilling on
05.11.2015.

24.9

Store is neat with name of the consumables/spares painted on the racks. Bin cards are
provided but entries are not made.

24.10

A lot of released material is available. Same to be scrapped.

24.11

As per records, crossover between loc: 241/15-20 was checked on 11.07.2015 and
Turnout at loc: 240/22 was checked on 08.08.2015. Same was cross checked with TPC.
SSE/TPC/SC informed that power block was taken on these days.

24.12

Checked Earth Resistance value register. Found Earth pit provided for FOB at BPA
between loc: BPA/1100-3096, IR is 13.2 Ohms, CER is 0.95 Ohms and between loc:
BPA/1094-1104, IR is 9.0 Ohms, CER is 1.2 Ohms.

25.13

IR values were checked with Digital Earth Tester and found that values were IR is 24
Ohms, CER is 2.3 Ohms between loc: BPA/1100-3096 and IR is 14.4 Ohms, CER is
0.8 Ohms between loc: BPA/1094-1104 which are very high, same to reconditioned or
additional earth pits to be provided.

24.14

Checked the clearance between top of catenary wire and bottom of the channel of FOB
between loc: 241/2-240/42 on Rd-3 (PF-2) and found 47 cms. (Height of bottom of
FOB to rail level is 6.01 m and Top of catenary wire is 5.54 m Clearance is 47 cm).

24.15

Checked continuity of structure bonds of COP upright on PF-1 & 2 and portal upright
at loc: 240/41 and found that the bonds are having continuity.
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24.16

Both the uprights of all the portals on PF at BPA are earthed.

25.0

S&T Department Observations:
a. Point Nos. 59, 60 & 61 towards Balharsha were tested with 5 mm test piece and
found to be responding as required. The switch opening and setting of point nos.
59, 60, 61 were found to be effective and these points are out of square due to creep.
Pulling back is required to bring them in square shape.
b. Advance Starter No.S-30 is located on the RH side. To be shifted to LH side as
visibility of 200 m is available.
c. It is observed that S-70 DN Home Signal is at a distance of 520 m from BSLB.
Since LC Gate has been closed with the construction of ROB, this Home signal
shall be shifted to 180 m from BSLB.
d. The voltages and currents of LED signals S70, S70A & Track circuits 70AT, 70BT,
70T were tested and found to be within the required range.
e. Earth values were measured and found as under
 M.F. earth: 0.3 Ώ
 Conventional earth : 2.5 Ώ
 IPS earth : 0.41 Ώ
 Conventional earth : 5.1 Ώ
f. At Home signal LB-2 at cable armour earthing tinkering to be attended.
g. In axle counter room, Telecom transformers are in hanging condition. To be placed
neatly and back side of CT rack bunching to be attended.
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